
Launceston Medical Centre 

Patient Participation Group (PPG) 

Minutes of the meeting on Monday 13
th May, 2019 

At Launceston Medical Centre. 

  

1. Disclosure of confidential information: the chair, Joan Heaton, reminded members that some 
matters discussed during the meeting might be confidential and asked the members to respect 
that confidentiality and not to discuss anything that appeared in the minutes outside of the 
meeting. 

  

2.Presentation by Kieran Bignell, Consultant Paramedic/Clinical Lead Cornwall, 111 Integrated 
Urgent Care Service. Kieran was invited to the meeting as PPG members had expressed great 
interest in the 111 service. Kieran thanked the members for the invitation to the meeting and 
stated that he would like to obtain feedback from PPG members who had used the 111 service. 
Cym expressed concern that using 111 to access mental health services was unsatisfactory. 
Kieran stated that a plan to upgrade the 111 service to include  operators trained in mental 
health issues was under way. Other PPG members asked why the ridiculous question ‘what 
colour is the blood’ was asked. Kieran explained that the service had to follow questions issued 
nationally. Asked when these could be upgraded he replied that the service was working on an 
national upgrade of clinical signs. 

  

3. Presentation by Paula Bland, Head of Locality Support at NHS Kernow CCG to speak about 
commissioning especially with the new GP contracts coming on-line soon. Paula explained that 
the CCG funding for Cornwall did not include optometrists or pharmacists; all other services 
were included but not limited to the South West, e.g., very sick individuals could be treated in 
other parts of the country and funding would then come from NHS Kernow. Funding per 
annum  was based on the previous year’s statistics and though Cornwall had an aging 
population increase the funding had not been adjusted to reflect this ratio. 

            A) Questions regarding funding for patient transport in both Cornwall and Devon were 

raised by Les Whaley (see email from the Chair, May 16th 2019 which answers these 
questions). 

 B) Other projects for funding were explained including Social Prescribing networks and 
link workers. 

            C) Dawn Rogers asked how payment for treating patients from outside the UK was 
received. Paula stated there was a system and funds were received but it was not infallible. 

            D) Questions were asked re funding for District Nurses. Funding is available but 
referrals come from the two main hospitals. The system of hospital referrals to the LMC is not 
robust. 

 E) Paula said that a new stroke group was being formed at the Orchard Centre on June 
6th from 2 pm to 3 pm. Details will be forwarded to the chair as they become available. 

 

 4.Laura Chapman, Community Maker East Cornwall, asked if she could attend the meeting as an 

observer.  Her opinions were sought at the end of the meeting. 

 



Kieran Bignell and Paula Bland then left the meeting. 

 

5. Present at the meeting: Joan Heaton, Les Whaley, Paul Ford, Steve Dymond, Gill Brown, 
Leighton Penhale, Andy Yardley, Cym Downing, Dawn Rogers, Pam Davey, Laura Chapman and 
Maureen Amy.  Apologies: Patty Taylor, Dave Gordon, Jo Keogh, Rosemary Bromwich. 

            A) Joan said that regretfully Joan Dinham has had to resign from the PPG.  

6.Leighton Penhale introduced himself as the Town Council Representative but was unable to 
stay for the meeting. 

 7. The Chair had received a communication from the MP Scott Mann regarding the Carer’s 
Innovation Fund. (Letter attached.) 

 8.Steve had to leave early  - no report available from him or from the college on ‘Engaging 
Young People.’ 

 9.Minutes from the previous meeting: Paul Ford said that a new x-ray table would cost in the 
region of £500,000; nothing would be done yet as due to electrical work the hospital will close 
from mid-Jun to September. 

            A) Free delivery of prescription: Andy stated that there was no protocol in place at the 
LMC and is not the usual practice. . 

            B) Health Directory: printing of copies would soon be possible, after detailed revisions 
had taken place and Andy had feedback from the practice doctors. 

 C) Parking: Les reported that the Gillbard Trust was continuing in its effort to provide 
staff parking. 

 10. Practice Manager’s update: Andy reported that the Round Table had donated £1,000 which 
would be used to buy a large screen that will be installed in the waiting room. This would make 
more information visible, including messages stating the waiting times for physicians; e.g. Dr 
Blake is running 40 mins late. 

            A) New staff: another paramedic who is to work 2 days a week and a new nurse. The 
LMC has two vacancies for physicians; a new locum nurse practitioner is now on staff and 
prescribing courses for those eligible are underway. 

            B) DNAs unfortunately the numbers are increasing. Appointments with HCAs have the 
most DNAs. Also appointments booked 4 weeks in advance. 

            C) More ‘sit and wait’ clinics, especially for blood tests, are being proposed by the LMC 
and heartily approved by the PPG. 

 D)Extension update: Four contracts yet to be signed as some clarification is required; 
After that the contracts would need the partner's signatures. Surveys of the land have been 
completed and blue lines made – unfortunately washed away by the rain.  Andy stated that the 
plans are moving forward slowly. 

 E) In response to a suggestion that the current entrance to the LMC be moved to the 
lower corner, Andy responded that this is not a viable option as it would impinge on land 
owned by Kernow house.  Les to talk to the individual who proposed the option. 

11. Joan reported that contacts had been made with the League of Friends (LoFs) and there 
is a staff member of the LMC who is also a member of the LoFs. This staff member will 
be contacted to see if coming to a PPG meeting is possible. 

 



12. Treasurer's Report. Gill handed out the latest statement and said HSBC had awarded £50 
compensation for the difficulty Gill had experienced in setting up the account. The use 
of an USB stick was discussed and it was decided that it would not be required until the 
account was used more and the total increased significantly. As Gill is away on holiday 
Joan will take care of the cheque book.  An expenses policy has yet to be formulated. 

13. Laura Chapman said how much she had learnt from the meeting and thanked us for 
allowing her to observe. 

For the next meeting: Engaging With Young people and a proposal by Les Whaley for a discussion 

on putting together a Bereavement Leaflet. Expenses Policy to be formulated. 

 

The next Meeting will be on Monday July 15
th

 at 6 pm. 

 

The meeting closed at 8:15 pm. 

 

Maureen Amy, Secretary pro tem. 


